CHAPLAIN’S PRAYERS
FLOORWORK JUDGING SHEET
Competitor:

«COMPETITOR NAME»

Assembly:

«ASSEMBLY NAME»

Judge:
Jurisdiction:

«JUDGE NAME»
«ST»
PENALTY

RW01d Chaplain starts the contest standing at her station. {Ritual Assistant functions
as Worthy Advisor and is standing at her station.}
R3811

{Worthy Advisor says Charity’s part, “ . . . and then bow our heads in prayer.”}

R3814

Chaplain moves to the North side of the podium facing South.

R3812

Chaplain gives the sign of the Rainbow and bows her head for entire prayer.

RW03

After the prayer response, Chaplain returns to her station.

R3910

{1 gavel rap from Worthy Advisor} Chaplain is seated.

******************************************************************************
R5325

{3 gavel raps from Worthy Advisor} Chaplain stands at her seat.

R5326

Chaplain {together with the Worthy Advisor} takes two sidesteps to the right,
three steps forward, and two sidesteps left, to be directly between the Altar
and the East, and proceeds West to within 3 feet of the Altar.

R5329

{Worthy Advisor stops} Chaplain turns North, goes past Faith’s Station, then
turns West and proceeds into the Bow {Worthy Advisor moves to East side
of Altar at this time} to a position directly behind where the kneeling
candidate would be.

R5413

{Worthy Advisor says, “All members of the Rainbow please kneel, facing the
Altar.”}

G2636

Chaplain {and Worthy Advisor} kneels on both knees and in an upright
position, going down on the left knee (and arising on the right foot).

R5519

{Worthy Advisor stands and says, “Arise, my sister.”}

R5520

Chaplain stands up, arising on the right foot.
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R5614

{Worthy Advisor says, “ . . . and shine like the sun in the firmament.”}

G2714

Chaplain proceeds out of the north side of the Bow and goes past Faith’s
station. {Worthy Advisor takes 3 steps back}. When Chaplain is on a line
with the Worthy Advisor, Chaplain turns South {Worthy Advisor turns
North} and goes to Worthy Advisor, then turns East {Worthy Advisor also
turns East}.

G2717

Chaplain {together with Worthy Advisor} goes to a point directly in front of
the podium, takes two sidesteps to the left, three steps forward, and two
sidesteps to the right, to a position in front of her station, and faces West.

R5617

{1 gavel rap from Worthy Advisor} Chaplain is seated.

******************************************************************************
R8215

{3 gavel raps from Worthy Advisor} Chaplain stands at her seat.

R8317

{Worthy Advisor says Hope’s part, “ . . . While we engage in prayer.”}

G1519

Chaplain moves to the North side of the podium facing South.

RW04

Chaplain gives the sign of the Rainbow and bows her head for entire prayer.

RW03

After the prayer response, Chaplain returns to her station.
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